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Announcements

ØHW 3 is due this Saturday

ØHW 4 will be out this Saturday, but will only have 1 problem

ØProject presentation in two weeks
• Will post schedule soon; let me know if you prefer to present first or 

last.



CMSC 35401: The Interplay of Economics and ML
(Winter 2024)

Learning From Strategic Data Sources

Instructor: Haifeng Xu
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Outline

Ø Introduction to Strategic Classification

Ø Learnability and Computability of Strategic Classifiers

Ø Beyond Classification
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Classification

Data points’ features may be manipulated

negative

positive
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Data points’ features may be manipulated

[Goodfellow et al.’15]
[Eykholt et al.’18]
[Cullina et al.’18]
……

Adversarial attack

negative

positive
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Data points’ features may be manipulated

Strategic manipulation
[Hardt et al.’16]
[Hu et al.’19]
[Ghalme et al.’21]
……

Adversarial attack

negative

positive
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Data points’ features may be manipulated

Adversarial attack Strategic manipulation

negative

positive
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A Unified Model of Strategic Classification

(𝒙, 𝑦, 𝑟)

Ø Each data point is an individual agent, represented by (𝒙, 𝑦, 𝑟)
• 𝑟 ∈ ℝ capture the point’s incentive of being classified as positive

negative

positive
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A Unified Model of Strategic Classification

(𝒙, 𝑦, 𝑟)

Ø Each data point is an individual agent, represented by (𝒙, 𝑦, 𝑟)
• 𝑟 ∈ ℝ capture the point’s incentive of being classified as positive

𝑟 > 0à prefers positive

𝑟 < 0à prefers negative

positive

negative
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A Unified Model of Strategic Classification

Ø Each data point is an individual agent, represented by (𝒙, 𝑦, 𝑟)
• 𝑟 ∈ ℝ capture the point’s incentive of being classified as positive

Ø Manipulating feature from 𝒙 to 𝒛 incurs cost 𝑐(𝒙 − 𝒛)
• 𝑐 is an arbitrary semi-norm

positive

negative
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A Unified Model of Strategic Classification

Ø Each data point is an individual agent, represented by (𝒙, 𝑦, 𝑟)
• 𝑟 ∈ ℝ capture the point’s incentive of being classified as positive

Ø Manipulating feature from 𝒙 to 𝒛 incurs cost 𝑐(𝒙 − 𝒛)
• 𝑐 is an arbitrary semi-norm

Ø Given classifier 𝑓: 𝑋 → {0, 1}, data point (𝒙, 𝑦, 𝑟) will manipulate its 
feature to 𝒛 that maximizes utility

𝑟 ⋅ 𝕀 𝑓 𝒛 = 1 − 𝑐 𝒙 − 𝒛

reward from 
classification outcome

Manipulation
cost
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A Unified Model of Strategic Classification

Ø Each data point is an individual agent, represented by (𝒙, 𝑦, 𝑟)
• 𝑟 ∈ ℝ capture the point’s incentive of being classified as positive

Ø Manipulating feature from 𝒙 to 𝒛 incurs cost 𝑐(𝒙 − 𝒛)
• 𝑐 is an arbitrary semi-norm

Ø Given classifier 𝑓: 𝑋 → {0, 1}, data point (𝒙, 𝑦, 𝑟) will manipulate its 
feature to 

𝑟 ⋅ 𝕀 𝑓 𝒛 = 1 − 𝑐 𝒙 − 𝒛𝒛∗ 𝒙, 𝑟; 𝑓 = argmax
𝒛∈$

[ ]

This is a game now!
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A Unified Model of Strategic Classification

Ø Data point is represented as (𝒙, 𝑦, 𝑟)
• 𝑟 ∈ ℝ capture the point’s incentive of being classified as positive

Ø Manipulating feature from 𝒙 to 𝒛 incurs cost 𝑐(𝒙 − 𝒛)
• 𝑐 is an arbitrary semi-norm, known to all agents

Ø Given any classifier 𝑓: 𝑋 → {0, 1}, data point (𝒙, 𝑦, 𝑟) will strategically 
manipulate its feature to 

𝑟 ⋅ 𝕀 𝑓 𝒛 = 1 − 𝑐 𝒙 − 𝒛

The Strategic Classification Problem
Input: 𝑛 uncontaminated training data 𝒙%, 𝑦%, 𝑟% , ⋯ , 𝒙& , 𝑦& , 𝑟& ∼ 𝒟
Learning goal: compute a classifier 𝑓 that predicts well based only 
on the manipulated feature 𝒛∗ 𝒙, 𝑟; 𝑓

𝒛∗ 𝒙, 𝑟; 𝑓 = argmax
𝒛∈$

[ ]
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A Unified Model of Strategic Classification

Some notably special cases
ü 𝑟 ≡ 0 à classic classification
ü 𝑟 ≡ 1 à strategic classification (cf. [Hardt et al.’16])
ü 𝑟 = −𝑦 à adversarial classification (cf. [Cullina et al.’18])  
ü sgn(𝑟) = −𝑦 à generalized adversarial classification

Remark: manipulation here does not change true label

The Strategic Classification Problem
Input: 𝑛 uncontaminated training data 𝒙%, 𝑦%, 𝑟% , ⋯ , 𝒙& , 𝑦& , 𝑟& ∼ 𝒟
Learning goal: compute a classifier 𝑓 that predicts well based only 
on the manipulated feature 𝒛∗ 𝒙, 𝑟; 𝑓
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Strategic Classifications are Everywhere 

ØUniversity admissions
• Students academic records are selectively revealed
• Heterogeneous preferences: not all students prefer the same school
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Strategic Classifications are Everywhere 

ØUniversity admissions
• Students academic records are selectively revealed

ØClassify loan lending decisions
• Borrowers will selectively report their features
• Heterogeneous preferences: not all borrowers prefer the same loan

APPR
OVE

D 30-Year 
Fixed

15-Year 
Fixed

V.S
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Strategic Classifications are Everywhere 

ØUniversity admissions
• Students academic records are selectively revealed

ØClassify loan lending decisions
• Borrowers will selectively report their features

ØWe decide which restaurants to go based on Yelp rating
• Yelp may selectively show you the ratings

ØHiring job candidates in various scenarios 
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Strategic Classifications are Everywhere 

ØUniversity admissions
• Students academic records are selectively revealed

ØClassify loan lending decisions
• Borrowers will selectively report their features

ØWe decide which restaurants to go based on Yelp rating
• Yelp may selectively show you the ratings

ØHiring job candidates in various scenarios 
ØNote: this problem deserves study even you do classification 

manually instead of using an automated classifier
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Spoofing is the practice of submitting large spurious buy (sell) 
orders to create artificial demand (supply) and mislead other traders.

Useful sources
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/final-notices/coscia.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/final-notices/coscia-appendix-1a.pdf

Manipulation in Stock Trading
Slides adapted from Xintong Wang

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/final-notices/coscia.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/final-notices/coscia-appendix-1a.pdf
https://xintongemilywang.github.io/
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Source: Financial Conduct Authority, Animated Example of Mr. Coscia’s Trading

Best Bid

Best Ask

115.90  -

115.89  -

115.88  -

115.87  -

115.86  -

115.85  -

115.84  -

115.83  -

115.82  -

115.81  -

100                200                300                400                500              600ms

Price

the market’s highest buy 
price

the market’s lowest sell 
price

Best Market Quotes

Real manipulation case 
in the commodities market 

Manipulation in Stock Trading
Slides adapted from Xintong Wang

https://xintongemilywang.github.io/
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Source: Financial Conduct Authority, Animated Example of Mr. Coscia’s Trading

Best Bid

Best Ask

115.90  -

115.89  -

115.88  -

115.87  -

115.86  -

115.85  -

115.84  -

115.83  -

115.82  -

115.81  -

100                200                300                400                500              600

True buy order

ms

Price Real manipulation case 
in the commodities market 

Manipulation in Stock Trading
Slides adapted from Xintong Wang

https://xintongemilywang.github.io/
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Source: Financial Conduct Authority, Animated Example of Mr. Coscia’s Trading

Best Bid

Best Ask

115.90  -

115.89  -

115.88  -

115.87  -

115.86  -

115.85  -

115.84  -

115.83  -

115.82  -

115.81  -

100                200                300                400                500              600ms

Price Real manipulation case 
in the commodities market 

True buy order

Manipulation in Stock Trading
Slides adapted from Xintong Wang

https://xintongemilywang.github.io/
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Source: Financial Conduct Authority, Animated Example of Mr. Coscia’s Trading

Best Bid

Best Ask

115.90  -

115.89  -

115.88  -

115.87  -

115.86  -

115.85  -

115.84  -

115.83  -

115.82  -

115.81  -

100                200                300                400                500              600ms

True buy order

Price Real manipulation case 
in the commodities market 

Manipulation in Stock Trading
Slides adapted from Xintong Wang

Large spoof 
sell orders

https://xintongemilywang.github.io/
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Source: Financial Conduct Authority, Animated Example of Mr. Coscia’s Trading

Best Bid

115.90  -

115.89  -

115.88  -

115.87  -

115.86  -

115.85  -

115.84  -

115.83  -

115.82  -

115.81  -

100                200                300                400                500              600

Best Ask

ms

Price

True buy order

Manipulation in Stock Trading
Slides adapted from Xintong Wang

Real manipulation case 
in the commodities market 

Large spoof 
sell orders

https://xintongemilywang.github.io/
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Source: Financial Conduct Authority, Animated Example of Mr. Coscia’s Trading

Best Bid

115.90  -

115.89  -

115.88  -

115.87  -

115.86  -

115.85  -

115.84  -

115.83  -

115.82  -

115.81  -

100                200                300                400                500              600

True buy order
Best Ask

ms

Large spoof 
sell orders

Price

Manipulation in Stock Trading
Slides adapted from Xintong Wang

Real manipulation case 
in the commodities market 

https://xintongemilywang.github.io/
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Source: Financial Conduct Authority, Animated Example of Mr. Coscia’s Trading

115.90  -

115.89  -

115.88  -

115.87  -

115.86  -

115.85  -

115.84  -

115.83  -

115.82  -

115.81  -

100                200                300                400                500              600ms

Transacted buy

Price

Large spoof sell orders

True buy order

Manipulation in Stock Trading
Slides adapted from Xintong Wang

Real manipulation case 
in the commodities market 

https://xintongemilywang.github.io/
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Outline

Ø Introduction to Strategic Classification

Ø Learnability and Computability of Strategic Classifiers

Ø Beyond Classification
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Recall…

But will this general problem still be learnable? ü

The Strategic Classification Problem
Input: 𝑛 uncontaminated training data 𝒙%, 𝑦%, 𝑟% , ⋯ , 𝒙& , 𝑦& , 𝑟& ∼ 𝒟
Learning goal: compute a classifier 𝑓 that predicts well based only 
on the manipulated feature 𝒛∗ 𝒙, 𝑟; 𝑓
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In classic ML setup 
ü Learnability (sample complexity) of a hypothesis class is 

governed by its VC-dimension
ü The learning algorithm is the empirical risk minimization (ERM) 
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The Learnability of Strategic Classifiers

… is governed by a variant, coined strategic VC-dimension (SVC)
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The Learnability of Strategic Classifiers

… is governed by a variant, coined strategic VC-dimension (SVC)
Ø Defined over the equilibrium of the classification outcome

positive

negative

Challenge is to characterize the classification outcomes under 
strategic manipulation
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The Learnability of Strategic Classifiers

Unifies learnability of all previous special cases
Ø Generalizes the fundamental theorem of classic PAC learning (𝑟 = 0)
Ø Recovers the main sample complexity result of [Hardt et al.’16] with 𝑟 = 1, 

for which we show their 𝑆𝑉𝐶 = 3
Ø Generalizes learnability of adversarial classification [Cullina et al.’18] with 

𝑟 = −𝑦

Theorem. Any strategic classification instance is (PAC) learnable 
via a strategic variant of ERM, with sample complexity 

𝑛 𝜖, 𝛿 = Θ(
𝑆𝑉𝐶 + log(1/𝛿)

𝜖' )

where 𝜖 is accuracy loss and 𝛿 is the failure probability. 

… is governed by a variant, coined strategic VC-dimension (SVC)
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The Learnability of Strategic Classifiers

Implies learnability of many new setups with heterogeneous data 
preferences: loan approval, student admission, classifying job candidates,… 

Theorem. Any strategic classification instance is (PAC) learnable 
via a strategic variant of ERM, with sample complexity 

𝑛 𝜖, 𝛿 = Θ(
𝑆𝑉𝐶 + log(1/𝛿)

𝜖' )

where 𝜖 is accuracy loss and 𝛿 is the failure probability. 

… is governed by a variant, coined strategic VC-dimension (SVC)
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Strategic Empirical Risk Minimization

Input: 𝑛 uncontaminated training data 𝒙%, 𝑦%, 𝑟% , ⋯ , 𝒙& , 𝑦& , 𝑟& ∼ 𝒟
Output: a classifier ℎ(𝒛) that minimizes “strategic risk”

min
(

∑)*%& 𝕀[ℎ 𝒛) ≠ 𝑦)]

s. t. 𝒛) = argmax
𝒛∈$

[ 𝑟) ⋅ 𝕀 ℎ 𝒛 = 1 − 𝑐 𝒙) − 𝒛𝒊 ] , ∀𝑖

SERM:

Ø Strategic ERM minimizes empirical risk by accounting for manipulation
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Strategic Empirical Risk Minimization

Input: 𝑛 uncontaminated training data 𝒙%, 𝑦%, 𝑟% , ⋯ , 𝒙& , 𝑦& , 𝑟& ∼ 𝒟
Output: a classifier ℎ(𝒛) that minimizes “strategic risk”

min
(

∑)*%& 𝕀[ℎ 𝒛) ≠ 𝑦)]

s. t. 𝒛) = argmax
𝒛∈$

[ 𝑟) ⋅ 𝕀 ℎ 𝒛 = 1 − 𝑐 𝒙) − 𝒛𝒊 ] , ∀𝑖

SERM:

Ø Strategic ERM minimizes empirical risk by accounting for manipulation
Ø This is a bi-level optimization problem (a Stackelberg game with 𝑛

followers)
• Difficult to solve due to non-smooth objective functions
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Instantiation to Linear Classification

Theorem. The SVC of 𝑑-dimensional linear classifiers is at
most 𝑑 + 1.

Ø 𝑑 + 1 is the VC of linear classifiers in classic setup
Ø Learning strategic linear classifiers is no harder statistically
Ø Why can SVC be smaller than VC dimension?

Lessons Learned
Flexibility of manipulating features reduces the “richness” of 
possible classification outcomes, and may make it easier to learn 
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Computing Strategic Linear Classifier

Unfortunately, not all news is good…

Theorem. Strategic empirical risk minimization (ERM) is NP-
hard for linear classification.

[SVXY, ICML’21] 
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Computing Strategic Linear Classifier

Unfortunately, not all news is good…

Theorem. Strategic empirical risk minimization (ERM) is NP-
hard for linear classification. But, strategic ERM can be solved 
in polynomial time when the instance is essentially adversarial. 

[SVXY, ICML’21] 

Essentially adversarial if  𝑚𝑖𝑛, ≥ 𝑚𝑎𝑥-
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Outline

Ø Introduction to Strategic Classification

Ø Learnability and Computability of Strategic Classifiers

Ø Beyond Classification
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Vignette 1: Manipulation in Multi-Armed Bandits 

Reward% ∼

Reward' ∼

Reward. ∼

Reward/ ∼

Paper: The Intrinsic Robustness of Stochastic Bandits to Strategic Manipulation

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.01528.pdf
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Vignette 1: Manipulation in Multi-Armed Bandits 

Reward% ∼

Reward' ∼

Reward. ∼

Reward/ ∼

Each arm has incentives to 
manipulate its rewards to 
induce more pulls

Paper: The Intrinsic Robustness of Stochastic Bandits to Strategic Manipulation

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.01528.pdf
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Vignette 1: Manipulation in Multi-Armed Bandits 

Theorem. Most standard stochastic bandit algorithms (including 
UCB, 𝜖-Greedy and Thomas Sampling) are all robust to selfish 
arms’ strategic reward manipulation.

Ø A sharp contrast to adversarial reward attacks, which can ruin all 
these algorithms easily 

Paper: The Intrinsic Robustness of Stochastic Bandits to Strategic Manipulation

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.01528.pdf
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A new postdoc 
applicant Alice

She has 50 
papers but I can  

only read 3.

The Trouble of Professor Bob

Vignette 2: Distinguish Distributions from Strategic Samples 

Paper: When Samples Are Strategically Selected

https://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/hanruiz1/papers/strategic_samples.pdf
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Current postdoc Charlie is happy . . . 

Give me 3 papers 
by Alice that I 
need to read.

Charlie is excited 
about hiring Alice

Paper: When Samples Are Strategically Selected

Vignette 2: Distinguish Distributions from Strategic Samples 

https://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/hanruiz1/papers/strategic_samples.pdf
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They know what each other is thinking…

I got to pick best 3 
papers to persuade 
Bob, so that he will 

hire Alice.

Charlie shall pick 
best 3 papers by 
Alice – I need to 
calibrate for that

Paper: When Samples Are Strategically Selected

Vignette 2: Distinguish Distributions from Strategic Samples 

https://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/hanruiz1/papers/strategic_samples.pdf
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ØA distribution 𝑙 ∈ {𝑔, 𝑏} arrives, which can be a good distribution 
(𝑔) or a bad one (𝑏)

ØAn agent has access to 𝑛 i.i.d. samples from 𝑙, from which he 
chooses a subset of exactly 𝑚 samples as his report
• Agent’s goal: persuade a principal to accept 𝑙

ØPrincipal observes agent’s report, and decides whether to accept
• Principal’s goal: accept when 𝑙 = 𝑔 and reject when 𝑙 = 𝑏
• Want to minimize her probability of mistakes

Other applications: e.g., deciding where to hold Olympics based on 
photographs of different city locations

vs vs

Paper: When Samples Are Strategically Selected

Vignette 2: Distinguish Distributions from Strategic Samples 

https://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/hanruiz1/papers/strategic_samples.pdf
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ØA distribution 𝑙 ∈ {𝑔, 𝑏} arrives, which can be a good distribution 
(𝑔) or a bad one (𝑏)

ØAn agent has access to 𝑛 i.i.d. samples from 𝑙, from which he 
chooses a subset of exactly 𝑚 samples as his report
• Agent’s goal: persuade a principal to accept 𝑙

ØPrincipal observes agent’s report, and decides whether to accept
• Principal’s goal: accept when 𝑙 = 𝑔 and reject when 𝑙 = 𝑏
• Want to minimize her probability of mistakes

Other applications: e.g., deciding where to hold Olympics based on 
photographs of different city locations

vs vs

Paper: When Samples Are Strategically Selected

Vignette 2: Distinguish Distributions from Strategic Samples 

https://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/hanruiz1/papers/strategic_samples.pdf
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ØVery active research area, with motivations from numerous 
economic applications

ØStrategic studies of classification (online or offline, training time vs 
testing time), regression, bandits, reinforcement learning…
• Closely related to adversarial attack and algorithm robustness as well

ØThis lecture – manipulation does not change true nature
• Next lecture – “strategic improvement” 

Concluding Remarks



Thank  You

Haifeng Xu 
University of Chicago

haifengxu@uchicago.edu

mailto:haifengxu@uchicago.edu

